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Abstract  
The paper analysed the mobile node, home agent, and foreign agent of mobile IP network firstly, some key technique, 
such as mobile IP network basical principle, protocol work principle, agent discovery, registration, and IP packet 
transmission, were discussed. Then a network simulation model was designed, validating the characteristic of mobile 
IP network, and some advantages, which were brought by mobile network, were testified. Finally, the conclusion is 
gained: mobile IP network could realize the expectation of consumer that they can communicate with others 
anywhere. 
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1.  The mobile ip network 
The mobile IP network comes down to 3 entity, mobile node, home agent, and foreign agent. 
Mobile Node is a network facility that can roam in the network. The example of mobile IP client 
includes the honeycomb telephone, PDA or notebook PC. Their software could provide roam function. 
Home Agent is the router of home network. In the home network , there is not less than one interface. 
When the mobile node leaves home network, the data packets are sent to the mobile node via “IP 
channel” by the agent. At the same time, the home agent takes charge to vindicate the present position 
information of the mobile node. 
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Foreign Agent is the router of present network, it can provide routing service for the registered mobile 
node. When delivering to address by foreign agent, the agent takes charge to relieve the tunnel 
encapsulation of old data packet, take out the old data packet, and ransmit the packet to the mobile node. 
2. The  principle analysis of mobile ip network 
2.1 The basical principle of mobile IP network 
The host computers that use traditional IP technique communicate to each other employing fixed IP 
address and TCP port, and IP address and TCP port could not change in the course of communication, or 
IP host computers can not communicate.  
But mobile IP host computers may move in the course of communication, and the IP address may 
often change, this would be result in the interruption of communication. So how to settle the 
communication interruption of mobile node becomes an important issue. The honeycomb mobile 
telephone provides a very good precedent to settle this problem. Now the basic way of mobile IP issue is 
similar to the calling of honeycomb mobile telephone. And roaming, pasition registering, tunnel 
technique would be used in the mobile IP network. Thereby the mobile node can employ changeless IP 
address, entry once, and realize communication to others in random position[1,2].
2.2 The  protocol work principle of mobile IP network 
1) The mobile agent (home agent and foreign agent) broadcasts its presence by the agent broadcast 
message. The mobile node asks for agent broadcast message to mobile agent selectively by agent asking 
message. 
2) When the mobile node receives the agent broadcast message, distinguishes which network it 
belongs to, home network or foreign network. 
3) When the mobile node checks that it belongs to home network, it can work directly, and does not 
require mobile service. Suppose that mobile node returns home network from registered other home 
network, it exchanges its registering request and registering reply message, and repeals its registering 
message of foreign network. 
4) When the mobile node checks that it roams some foreign network, it acquires a delivering address 
of foreign network. This delivering address is acquired by the broadcast message of foreign agent, or by 
foreign distribution mechanism. 
5) The mobile node which leaves the home network, exchanges its registering request and registering 
reply message, registers its new delivering address to home agent, in addition, it is likely to register to 
home agent by foreign agent. 
6) The data packet which is delivered to mobile node home address, is takes over by home agent. Then 
home agent encapsulates this data packet using tunnel technique, and sents the data packet to the 
delivering address of mobile node, then the data packet is taken over by tunnel terminal (foreign agent or 
mobile node itself) and relieved its encapsulation. Finally, it is transmitted to mobile node. 
2.3 The key technology of  mobile IP network 
According to the work process of mobile node, there are 3 key technique in mobile IP network: agent 
discovery, registration, and IP packet transmission[1,2].
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1) Agent Discovery: In order to acquire the continual connection of mobile nodes which roam in 
different networks, the first important matter for mobile nodes is to discover agent. The home agent and 
foreign agent would broadcast their service in the network constantly. When the mobile node receives 
broadcast message, they will find these agents and their service. Then the mobile node can judge which 
network it belongs to, home network or foreign network according to above information. In broadcast 
message, agent aould explain it is home agent or foreign agent, or above two, its delivering address, the 
type of its service, and allowable registration time or roam time. When mobile agent receives broadcast 
message which comes from some foreign agent, it checks that it has moved out of the home network, and 
begins to register. 
2) Registration: In order to express its registration requirement definitely, mobile node can protece the 
integrality of these data before the requirement sents to foreign agent. As the bridge of mobile node and 
home agent, foreign agent will deal with these message, and transmit the requirement to home agent. At 
the same time, home agent will verify figure and validate validity of the mobile node. Then home agent 
would build mobile binding, it is to say, mapping the mobile node to delivering address. 
3) IP Packet Transmission: Mobile node sents data packet making use of its home IP address, thereby 
keeping a idea effectively: it belongs to home network at all times. Then the transmiting data packets of 
mobile node will be routed to its home network, and home network would block these packets, and 
transmit them to delivering address of mobile node by tunnel mode. 
3. The simulation on application of mobile ip network 
3.1 The Choice of Simulation Platforms[3-5]
There are special features of each simulation software currently, so which software is choice as 
developing platform is an important research contents. Now the communication network is increasingly 
huge and becomes complicated, the efficiency of traditional simulation modeling is lower, the traditional 
simulation time is much longer, and the model debugging is much more difficult. Therefore, various 
network simulation software emerges as the times require. Currently the network simulation platform 
mainly are BONeS, NS-2, OPNET etc., and the characteristics contrast is shown in Table 1 [6,7].
TABLE I The characteristics contrast of familiar network simulation softwares 
 BONeS NS-2 OPNET 
Simulation 
Mechanism 
facing to network and mold structure 
designing facing to network designing 
facing to object, supporting 
distributed simulation 
Detail Degree be applicable to above TCP layer simulation 
be applicable to above TCP layer 
simulation supporting various detail vividly
Simulation 
Model Database 
having abundant model database, but 
not supporting manufacturer's 
equipments 
having abundant model database, but 
not supporting manufacturer's 
equipments 
having abundant model database, 
supporting manufacturer's 
equipments 
Model Activity better bad the model is modified easily 
Usage Difficulty simple complicated use easily 
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They are compared from simulation mechanism, detail degree, simulation model database, and model 
activity and use difficulty. After analyzing various main simulation software roundly, and considering 
complexity of the mobile IP network, the network simulation software OPNET is adopted in this paper. 
3.2 Simulation Scenario Setting 
The mobile IP network simulation scenario setting is shown in Figure 1. 
Fig. 1 The simulation scenario of mobile IP network 
In the Figure 1, the HA is Home Agent, FA is Foreign Agent, and Mobile_Client, Mobile_Server are 
mobile node. The number of HA and FA is 4, 36 respectively. The Green curve is the trajectory of mobile 
node.
3.3 Simulation Result Analyse 
Defining the simulation parameters: the load, throughput, delay, media access delay, tunneled traffic 
sent and received (bits/sec), IRDP traffic sent (bits/sec), Email, Ftp, HTTP traffic sent (bytes/sec), and 
Email, Ftp, HTTP traffic received (bytes/sec). And the simulation time is 50 minutes, simulation seed is 
471.
Now begin the simulation scenario of mobile IP network, some simulation curve are acquired: 
The load and throughput curve of mobile IP network is shown in Figure 2,  and the average load and 
throughput  are all 20kbps. This value gives us a conclusion that the traffic is steady and the network is 
reliable when it is working. 
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Fig. 2 The load and throughput curve 
Figure 3 is the delay (sec) and media access delay (sec) curve.  
Fig. 3 The delay and media access delay curve 
From the Figure 3, we get that the average delay is  0.001sec, media access delay is 0. But at about 
700 and 1350 second,  large values are appeared, this maybe caused by IP packet transmission. 
The tunneled traffic sent and received (bits/sec) curve is shown in Figure 4. The two average value are 
all 10kbps,  and the sent and received curve have the same trend. This result is inosculate with the  load 
and throughput curve which is in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 4 The tunneled traffic sent and received (bits/sec) curve 
And Figure 5 is the IRDP traffic sent (bits/sec) curve. From the curve, we could get the information 
that after 700sec, the IRDP traffic sent (bits/sec)  is steady, and about 1000 bits/sec. 
 
Fig. 5 The IRDP traffic sent (bits/sec) curve 
Figure 6 and 7 are the Email, Ftp, HTTP traffic sent and received (bytes/sec) curve. For the Email
Ftp Http traffic, some advantages are presented in the mobile IP network to the traditional network. 
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Fig. 6 The Email, Ftp, HTTP traffic sent (bytes/sec) curve 
Fig. 7 The Email, Ftp, HTTP traffic received (bytes/sec) curve 
4. Conclusion 
The paper analysed the entity, basical principle, protocol work principle of mobile IP network, and 
some key technique, such as agent discovery, registration, IP packet transmission, were discussed. Then a 
network simulation model was designed, validating the characteristic of mobile IP network, and some 
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advantages, which were brought by mobile network, were testified. According to the study and 
simulation of mobile IP network, the conclusion is gained: mobile IP network could realize the 
expectation of consumer that they can communicate with others anywhere. At the same time, we could 
get the study and research direction of mobile IP network in the future. 
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